LEC

Opening: The Obligation, Led by Eli Hattersley

Officers Report:

Treasurer’s Report; Nothing to Report - Emilio Morales

Secretary’s report; Previous LEC minutes have been emailed throughout the Lodge, if anyone has not received the minutes contact Leah Marshall or Eli Hattersley. - Leah Marshall

Chapter Reports:

AA - 6 People attended the last meeting and discussed adopting, as a chapter, the Forbes Campsite at Camp Shenandoah. -Noah Knick

Monacan - 11 Arrowmen attended the last chapter meeting, with 2 new members from Fall Fellowship, Debriefed from One Day of Service and discussed upcoming events. - Ian Kriel

Nagatamen - 15 Arrowmen attended the last chapter meeting with 2 new members from the Fall Fellowship inductions. - Emilio Morales

Saponi - 30+ Arrowmen at the last meeting, planned for Winter Banquet and Mahalon, with guests of Randy Seeley, Noah Knick, and Eli Hattersley who led a small informational meeting about NOAC. - Kess Hutchinson
Committee Reports:

American Indian Affairs - chair, Steven Lilley not present. No report.

CPUE - chair, Donathon Linebrink, not present. Saponi has most but not all gathered to help with the CPUE’s, contact Kess Hutchinson to sign up to help. CPUE Playbook being turned in at the December LEC. -Eli Hattersley

Ceremonies - chair Jeremy Armentrout, not present. Ceremonies “A“ team practicing for NOAC honor evaluations. And gave a reminder than any incomplete teams will be accommodated for evaluations at NOAC. Ceremonies committee will be setting up a table at Winter Banquet for sign ups. - Daniel Whitesell

Communications - chair, Leah Marshall, has been working with the website team to revamp Smoke Signals and is looking for anyone willing to write articles.

Extended Elengamat - chair, Kess Hutchinson, Nothing to report

History - chair, Stacy Wood, not present. Found a copy of a previous History book that will e used the write the new history book. - Daniel Whitesell

Membership - chair, Daniel Humphreys, not present. Nothing to report

Patches - Working on a 2020 set shaped like honeycomb with a center surrounded by 6 hexagon patches each featuring a different animal. NOAC Patches will be sent out to Thread soon. - Andrew Campbell

Troop Representatives - they added 2 more and are looking for another rep in AA - Ian Kriel

Vigil Nomanations - will be getting a new Playbook soon courtesy of Hunter Corbin via his Woodbadge Ticket

Old Business:

One Day of Service - Got done in record time with a lot of work completed

New Business:

Winter Banquet - Food will be provided by BBQ Connections, Geofilter and promo video have been developed, cake and patches taken care of, it will be held at American Legion Post 74 in Charlottesville. Please note, although there will be Absolutely no on site registration you can still pay at the door.

Conclave - will have a table at winter banquet for staff sign up and assignments for work days that will be scheduled for almost every weekend in Spring. We are Hoping for around 300 staff and volunteers. Theme to be revealed at Winter Banquet.

OA Ring Benches - The Project is looking to be around $2000 dollars and it has been preposed to hand it over to the propertys committee to get it done faster and more cost effectively.

Lodge Website - will be launched at ShenandoahLodge.org on December 1st

December LEC - to meet national standards we will be holing a LLD/Christmas party, the LLD will be on Retaining Members in the Lodge. The Christmas Party will have food and White Elephant gift exchange so bring a gift around $5 and be ready to eat.